
 

Expense Cancelled Travel 
The only way to reconcile charges on the agency or travel card is by processing them on a 
Report. This includes charges incurred from a cancelled trip. 

When a trip is cancelled and there are no Available Expenses from the agency or travel card 

1. No Report is needed 
2. Cancel the Request to clear it from the open Requests list 

When a trip is cancelled and there are Available Expenses from the agency or travel card 

1. Create and submit a Report to reconcile reimbursable expenses that did not result in a 
future credit 

a. Includes fully/partially refunded expenses: original charge and corresponding 
refund 

b. Includes agent/booking fees associated with the original booking or cancellation 
2. Cancel the Request to clear it from the open Requests list 

Credited Expense 

Full Credit 

When a trip is cancelled, and a full credit is issued for airfare (i.e. unused ticket credit) or other 
expenses (e.g. registration for a postponed conference) 

1. Create and submit a Report to reconcile non-credited expenses including any 
change/cancellation fees for airfare 

a. Includes fully/partially refunded expenses: original charge and corresponding 
refund 

b. Includes agent/booking fees associated with the original booking or cancellation 
2. Create but do not submit a “dummy ER” for the credited expense(s) 

a. Postdate the Business Travel End Date in the Header to the month of credit 
expiration (or one month prior if the user wants email notifications as reminders 
to use the credit) 

b. Assigning the expense to a Report prevents reminders from Concur for an 
unassigned card transaction 

c. Postdating the Business Travel End Date delays reminders from Concur for an 
unsubmitted Report 

3. Once the credit is used, move the associated expense from the “dummy ER” (old trip) to 
the new Report (new trip) 

4. Delete the “dummy ER” if no longer needed 
5. Once the new trip ends, complete and submit the new Report 

  



 

Partial Credit 

When a trip is completed, but airfare changes/cancellations result in a partial unused ticket 
credit, the following steps are taken to reconcile the charges, but ONLY if the trip is paid on 
restricted funds: 

1. Create a Report for the completed trip and include the airfare expense 
2. Allocate the airfare expense 

a. The amount used for the completed trip is allocated to the trip’s restricted 
funding 

b. The amount received as an unused ticket credit is allocated to a department fund 
one 

 

3. Once the partial credit is used, add any associated airfare expenses to the new trip’s 
Report 

4. Itemize the airfare expense 

 

 

a. The credit amount is itemized to the department fund one as a negative charge 
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b. The full airfare cost (pre-credit) is itemized to the new trip’s restricted fund 

 

 

5. If the new trip is paid on the same department fund one to which it was previously 
allocated, no itemizations are needed, and the airfare is expensed as is 

6. If the new trip did NOT result in additional airfare costs (i.e. the credit covered the full 
cost of the airfare), then the department must JV the airfare cost from the fund one to 
the new trip’s funding 

Expired Credit 

In the event the unused ticket credit expires, the outstanding expense is charged to an 
unrestricted fund: 

1. Use the “Credit Card Aging” report to identify outstanding agency and travel card 
charges that require action 

2. Cross reference with the “Unused Ticket Credit” report to identify expired ticket credits 
3. Create from the associated Request (or use existing “dummy ER”) and submit a Report 

for the now sunk costs 
a. Change the Report Name to “Expired Unused Ticket Credit” 
b. Ensure funding in the Header is a department fund one 
c. Do not add a Travel Allowance since there is no travel status to document 
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